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How to Read a Parking Lot Sign

At the entrance of each parking area, there is a parking lot restriction sign. Understanding the restrictions specified by each sign is an important factor in having a pleasant parking experience at the University of Maryland.

BLACK vs. RED
Lot signs are color-coded to easily distinguish parking restrictions. Signs with BLACK text welcome parking after 4 p.m. without a permit or CLPR, whereas lot signs with RED text are used to bring awareness to various parking restrictions.

LETTER or NUMBER
Signs that begin with a LETTER are considered faculty/staff lots, regardless of any sub-number that follows. Signs that begin with a NUMBER are considered student lots.

SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS
The area below the lot assignment indicates any special restrictions to the lot. During restriction hours, only permits or CLPR assigned to the parking area are permitted to park in the lot.

Types of Parking Lot Signs

SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS
This area indicates any special restrictions to the lot. During restriction hours, only permits or Campus License Plate Registrants (CLPR) assigned to the parking area are permitted to park in the lot. The special restrictions are:

24-HOUR RESTRICTION
Only permits or Campus License Plate Registrants (CLPR) corresponding to this area are permitted to park here at any time.

MODIFIED RESTRICTIONS
During the hours of 4 p.m. - 8 p.m., these lots become unrestricted to faculty/staff or permit/CLPR holders only. After 8 p.m., anyone with or without a permit/CLPR may park here, but only on the following day.

FACULTY/STAFF RESTRICTIONS
After 4 p.m., these lots become unrestricted only to faculty/staff with valid parking registration.